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Abstract
Argument Role Labeling (ARL), a sub-task of001
event extraction, aims at identifying and clas-002
sifying arguments from natural language text.003
Traditionally, the expense and limitations of004
collecting annotated event data hinder the use005
of ARL models in practical situations. To miti-006
gate the shortage of available annotated event007
data, we propose, starting from the recent QA-008
based approach to ARL (Du and Cardie, 2020;009
Liu et al., 2020), a novel data augmentation010
method that can easily and cheaply enlarge011
the in-domain data for ARL. First, we con-012
vert the ARL task into an equivalent Question-013
Answering (QA) task. Secondly, we exper-014
imented with several data augmentation sys-015
tems including models for answer extraction016
and question generation. Experimenting on the017
ACE dataset for ARL task, we explore the influ-018
ence of the different parameters on the perfor-019
mance. In particular, we find that even a small020
quantity of high quality target-related QA pairs021
can outperform the use of large QA data.1022

1 Introduction023

Argument Role Labeling (ARL) aims at identifying024

and classifying arguments and roles from a natu-025

ral language text, given the event types. It is an026

important task within Information Extraction that027

is necessary for the understanding of an event as028

exemplified in Table 1, describing argument roles029

and spans for a given text. Recent works proposed030

a Question-Answering (QA) approach to ARL (Du031

and Cardie, 2020; Liu et al., 2020) in which each032

argument type is targeted by a question derived033

from an event ontology. For example, in Table 1,034

for the "Marry" event type, the Person Argument is035

targeted by the question "Who is married?". This036

approach, in which both training and test sets are037

converted into a QA format, avoids the entity recog-038

nition step that usually leads to error propagation039

(Du and Cardie, 2020), by relying on a QA system.040

1All the code and paper artifacts will be made available
upon publication.

They were married in Spain.

Person-Arg
The people who are married
Who is married?

Place-Arg
Where the marriage takes place
Where is someone married?

Time-Arg
When the marriage takes place
When is someone married?

Table 1: An example of "Marry" Event for the Argu-
ment Role Labeling task and its Question-Answering
formulation

As human annotation for ARL is costly and re- 041

quires expertise, the use of ARL systems in realistic 042

situations is constrained to the limited amount of 043

in-domain training data. 044

In this paper, we introduce a system that can au- 045

tomatically create in-domain data for an ARL task. 046

Starting from the QA formulation of ARL where 047

training examples are converted into QA pairs, we 048

propose using Question Generation (QG) in order 049

to bootstrap the QA pairs, creating additional in- 050

domain training data. For this purpose, our system 051

involves an answer selection stage and then a ques- 052

tion generation stage trained on the existing QA 053

pairs. With unlabeled new text, our system will 054

generate more QA pairs in the same format as our 055

training QA pairs. In comparison with transfer 056

learning approaches that make use of existing QA 057

datasets (Liu et al., 2020; Lyu et al., 2021), our 058

data is closely connected to the specific event types 059

of the task and our system can be adapted to any 060

possible ARL dataset. 061

We design three data augmentation systems, an 062

Answer Extraction (AE) - QG system, a Semantic 063

Role Labeling (SRL) - QG system and an SRL - 064

predicate-aware QG system. Experimenting on 065

the ACE dataset (Walker et al., 2006) and focusing 066

on scenarios where the answer is in the text, we 067

show that our AE-QG system is the most helpful 068

among the above three systems (AE-QG, SRL-QG, 069
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November 13, 2004, Iranian representatives
say negotiations with Europe on its nuclear
program are in the final stages.
QA-WikiNews no ACE:
When did Iranian representatives say negotia-
tions with Europe are in the final stages?
QA-WikiNews: When is the meeting?

Table 2: The question QG generated is a contextualized
questions, while QG-finetuned on ACE generates one
of the fixed questions in ACE-QA.

SRL-QG_prd_aware) and that it improves the per-070

formance of the QA approach baseline. We also071

analyze the factors that influence the effectiveness072

of the dataset from both answer and question per-073

spectives and find that the quality of generated QA074

pairs in the target format is more important than075

the quantity.076

2 Data077

ACE: ACE-2005 (Walker et al., 2006), a human078

annotated event dataset, incorporates over 33 event079

types (e.g. Marry, Attack). In each event type, the080

definitions of the event and arguments are clearly081

described (Table 1). For English, the dataset in-082

cludes 535 articles from various of news, broad-083

casts, dialogues and blogs.084

We followed the split of Lin et al. (2020), divid-085

ing it into train and test sets. We employed the set086

of questions from Lyu et al. (2021)2 to convert the087

data into a QA format, resulting in ACE-QA-train088

and ACE-QA-test. For each argument role in an089

event type, there is a unique fixed question (see090

examples in Table 1).3091

WikiNews: We employed the WikiNews dataset092

proposed by Trani et al. (2014, 2016). It consists093

of 604 English news articles and can be viewed as094

an related-domain source text compared to ACE.095

We generate QA pairs for the WikiNews text by096

employing our data augmentation systems (see Sec-097

tion 3), resulting in WikiNews-QA.098

SQuAD: SQuAD1.14 (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) in-099

corporates 80,000 human-labeled answerable QA100

2We compare the fixed questions of (Lyu et al., 2021) and
the ones presented in (Du and Cardie, 2020). The baselines
are 70.25 and 70.10, respectively. We chose the former for the
following experiments.

3We only include questions for which the answer appears
in the text (has-answer questions). This is motivated by a high
no-answer score we obtain for the baseline (90.90), inspiring
our focus on the improvement of the has-answer ability.

4We abbreviate it as SQuAD henceforth

Text: April 7, 2014, writer Peaches Geldof was
found dead in her home near Wrotham.
AE input: extract answers: April 7, 2014, ...
AE output:
Peaches Geldof <sep> Wrotham <sep>
SRL input: ["April" . . . "Peaches", "Geldof". . .
"found", "dead". . . "Wrotham", "."]
SRL output: ["11:B-TMP". . . "11:B-A1", "11:
I-A1". . . "[prd]","11:B-A3". . . "11:I-LOC",""]
QG input: generate question: ...writer <hl>
Peaches Geldof <hl> was...
prd-aware QG input:
generate question: ...<hl> Peaches Geldof <hl>
was # found # dead...
QG output: Who is killed?
QA input: ...Peache... [SEP] Who is killed?
QA output: Peaches Geldof

Table 3: Examples of the AE, SRL, QG, QA models
input and output.

pairs and paragraphs extracted from Wikipedia ar- 101

ticles. It is considered as an out-domain dataset 102

compared to ACE. 103

3 Method 104

3.1 Models 105

This section introduces each single model in the 106

QA data augmentation systems we propose. The 107

goal of Answer Extraction (AE) and SRL models 108

is to extract appropriate candidate answers for ACE 109

events. The goal of QG model is to generate ACE- 110

related questions. The goal of the QA model is 111

to solve the ARL task by using the QG output as 112

additional training data. 113

Answer Extraction (AE) Model It is a T5- 114

small model pre-trained on SQuAD. We employed 115

the Answer Extraction work from Chan and Fan 116

(2019)5. The input is the text to extract answers 117

from, starting with the "extract answers:" task in- 118

dicator. The output is a list of extracted answers, 119

separated by a "<sep>" token. (See in Table 3) 120

We trained the AE model on ACE-QA-train for 121

10 epochs and predict on raw WikiNews. From the 122

above example in Table 3, we can have a glimpse 123

that the AE model usually can extract the right 124

candidate answer if it exists, however, it may miss 125

some arguments, such as "April 7, 2014" for a 126

"Die" event Time-Argument. 127

5We use for both AE and QG the implementation at https:
//github.com/patil-suraj/question_generation
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Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) Model It is a128

first-order CRF model for verb predicate trained129

on PennTreeBank. We directly apply the work of130

Zhang et al. (2021)6 on WikiNews without any131

further training. The input of the model is a piece132

of text. The output of the model consists in the133

tokenized sentences and the corresponding SRL134

role of each token. (See an example in Table 3)135

The advantage of the SRL model is that it is136

more comprehensive comparing to the AE model,137

if we incorporate enough SRL roles. The shortages138

are the possibility of adding many wrong candidate139

answers (regard as false positive for ACE event)140

and the exclusion of noun predicates. In the exam-141

ple, it ignores the nominal predicate "dead", the142

true trigger for the "Die" event.143

Question Generation (QG) Model It is a T5-144

small model pre-trained on SQuAD. We adapted145

the Question Generation work of Chan and Fan146

(2019) and fine-tuned on ACE-QA-train for 10147

epochs. We trained two versions of the QG model,148

differentiated by their inputs. Both start with a149

"generate question:" task indicator but the first150

(QG) only marks an answer in the text, while the151

second (prd-aware QG) marks both an answer and152

its predicate.7 The output is the question generated153

for the answer. (See an example in Table 3) The154

prd-aware QG after SRL is a solution for the false155

mapping between answer and its predicate in QG.156

This frequently happens when multiple predicates157

or ACE event triggers exist in a complex sentence.158

Question Answering (QA) model We start with159

RoBERTa-large language model (Liu et al., 2019),160

and fine-tuned it on our augmented WikiNews-QA161

data or additional ACE-QA-train data to evaluate162

the effectiveness of our generated data for ARL.163

The input is the text and a question about it while164

the output is an answer. (See in Table 3)165

3.2 Systems166
This section discusses the combinations of the sin-167

gle models above for data augmentation in ARL.168

AE-QG Pipeline Model It is built on the AE169

and QG models. The answers extracted from the170

AE model are all treated as candidate answers for171

the QG model. We include two modifications on172

that, the first one is a multiple-answer AE (AE-QG173

multi-ans). The second one is a post-processing174

6We employ the package at https://github.com/
yzhangcs/crfsrl

7the answer and predicate are respectively marked in the
text with "<hl>" and "#".

System Data Wiki +ACE
Non-QG baseline - - 70.25
Non-QG SQuAD 80k 51.94 71.56

AE-QG 8k 60.91 72.05
AE-QG (no ACE) 8k 47.49 70.07

AE-QG (multi-ans) 14k 46.96 70.71
AE-QG (clean) 3k 42.44 71.13

SRL-QG 30k 45.12 69.83
SRL-QG (prd-aware) 30k 45.20 71.26

AE-QG+SRL-QG
(prd-aware)

38k 57.12 70.57

Table 4: Results of QA data augmentation system. The
System column presents the data augmentation systems
and the Data column shows the number of created QA
pairs on WikiNews (except SQuAD). The F1 results on
ACE-QA-test after training a QA model on WikiNews-
QA and additionally on ACE-QA-train are offered in
the third and forth columns.

step (AE-QG clean) which eliminates all the QA 175

pairs where the questions are not fixed ACE ques- 176

tions or have a very high frequency in ACE-QA- 177

train, in order to balance the QA data. 178

SRL-QG Pipeline Model SRL-QG and its vari- 179

ant, the SRL-predicate-aware QG pipeline model, 180

consist of the single SRL and QG/prd-awre QG 181

models. We only include the A0,A1,TMP and LOC 182

arguments as the candidate answers to balance be- 183

tween true positive and false positive answers. 184

We also experiment with the combination of the 185

AE-QG and SRL-QG models, using both sets of 186

generated questions as additional data and with the 187

use of SQuAD instead of QG. 188

4 Results and Analysis 189

In the results presented in Table 4, we first ob- 190

serve that AE-QG significantly improves the per- 191

formance of the standard QA approach (paired t- 192

test; p=0.028). We also find that AE surpasses SRL 193

for answer selection and that predicate-aware QG 194

works better in matching text and answers to ques- 195

tions in the SRL approach. We conclude that AE 196

and predicate-aware QG create higher quality QA 197

pairs. Furthermore, Table 5 summarizes the proper- 198

ties of the three datasets used as additional training 199

data. 200

To gain more insights into the meaning of quality, 201

we dive in each model component respectively. In 202

the below experiments, we apply our AE-QG and 203

SRL-QG systems to ACE-QA-test and compare the 204

results with the gold QA pairs. Firstly, we compare 205
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Figure 1: A comparison of AE answers with ACE

Figure 2: A comparison of SRL roles with ACE

the answers extracted from AE and SRL with the206

true ACE-QA-test answers. Secondly, assuming207

the gold answer selection, we compare the question208

generated from QG and predicate-aware QG with209

the true questions in ACE-QA-test.210

For the first stage, Figure 1 shows the pattern211

of AE extracted answers as more candidate an-212

swers are included. In this approach the number213

of gold answers missed (FN) is much greater than214

that of the false answers chosen (FP) and the gold215

answers identified (TP). With more batches of an-216

swers, the FN goes down and the FP goes up faster217

than TP. Considering the results of AE-QG and AE-218

QG multi-ans, we infer that FP rate (precision) can219

be an essential indicator of the data quality, because220

FP will lead to an error propagation in the QG stage.221

Figure 2 reveals the connections between true ar-222

guments and SRL roles. We see that A0, A1, TMP223

and LOC play an important role in forming the true224

ACE arguments. Here, the FP is the highest, almost225

twice of the TP and the FN is the lowest. Compar-226

ing the result of AE-QG and SRL-QG, it verifies227

again our interpretation of the significance of high228

precision. Besides, our SRL is a verb-based SRL,229

and we include all the predicates and arguments230

identified by the SRL model. Noticeably, a large231

amount of predicates are not triggers in ARL task,232

e.g. "see", contributing to a high FP. Examining the233

ACE event types, we observe that the SRL roles234

(e.g. A1) are not always event arguments in ACE,235

producing some FP cases. The FN comes from236

the shortage of a verb-based SRL which omits the237

SQuAD Wiki
(no ACE)

Wiki

Size large small small
Domain Out Related Related

Fixed Quest. No No Yes
ACE format No No Yes

Helpful medium lowest highest

Table 5: A summary of the comparisons of the datasets.
We inspect the quantity, the source text domain, fix or
contextual question, ACE format QA pair or not, and
helpful or not as additional data.

nominal predicate’s arguments. To improve the ac- 238

curacy of an answer extraction model, we suggest 239

focusing on a verb and nominal combined SRL 240

approach with a predicate filtering process, e.g. a 241

trigger identification model. 242

In the question generation stage, given the gold 243

answers, QG generates 338 correct questions out 244

of 726 in total, while predicate-aware QG creates 245

320 out of 840. The accuracy of QG is higher than 246

predicate-aware QG, which is in contrast with our 247

intuition and the results we got from SRL-QG and 248

SRL-prd-aware QG. Investigating the questions 249

generated by QG and prd-aware QG, we find that 250

most of the questions generated by the two mod- 251

els are same despite labeling the predicate or not. 252

When prd-aware QG marking a non-trigger pred- 253

icate. we add harmful mark that can bring more 254

confusion to the model and thus, generate wrong 255

questions. However, we also observe cases where 256

the answer is matched to a wrong predicate and 257

question in SRL-QG. This confirms the necessity 258

of a correct predicate mark. Thus, we propose a 259

predicate filtering process, in accordance with our 260

suggestions in the answer selection stage. 261

5 Conclusion 262

In this paper, we propose to use Question Gen- 263

eration in order to improve QA-based Argument 264

Role Labeling, designing three novel systems. We 265

show the effectiveness of our approach and perform 266

an in-depth analysis of the different components. 267

The latter shows the importance of generating QA 268

pairs of the same format as the target dataset and 269

of the high TP vs. FP difference in answer selec- 270

tion. Although our AE-QG system achieves the 271

best performance, our analysis shows the potential 272

of the use of SRL for answer selection, which can 273

be further improved by integrating nominal SRL 274

and event type filtering. 275
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Limitations276

In our approaches, we only solve the task of Argu-277

ment Role Labeling, which is a sub-task of Event278

Extraction. Besides, our training and test data in-279

clude short paragraphs (less than 3 sentences), and280

the extension to long paragraphs is not addressed281

in this paper. In addition, our system is based on282

the AE-QG or SRL-QG pipeline model, which can283

be more complicated to train and deploy than the284

baseline QA system.285

Ethics Statement286

Our task training data and additional text are all287

focusing on formal English, news articles etc. We288

did not explore the effectiveness of our systems289

on informal language, such as oral communication.290

Besides, our generated data should only be used291

for the improvement of the QA ARL task. The use-292

fulness and effects of this data for other purposes293

was not explored in this paper.294
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Appendix A: Settings of Five WikiNews-QA 354

datasets 355

The first one (WikiNews-QA no ACE) was directly 356

generated from the AE-QG system of Chan and 357

Fan (2019) without fine-tunning on ACE. It con- 358

tains 8060 QA pairs. The second one (WikiNews- 359

QA fine-tuned on ACE) was generated from fine- 360

tuned AE-QG system on ACE-QA-train dataset 361

before predicted on WikiNews. It consists of 8080 362

QA pairs. (see examples in Table 2) The third 363

one (WikiNews-QA fine-tuned on ACE with multi- 364

answers) was a modified version of Chan and Fan 365

(2019)’s work. It enables multi-answers extrac- 366

tion from a single sentence. This version contains 367

14427 QA pairs. The forth one (QA-WikiNews 368

fine-tuned on ACE, SRL-QG) employed an SRL 369

model from Zhang et al. (2021) instead of an AE 370

model for the answer selection. When limiting the 371

SRL to A0,A1,TMP (Time) and LOC (Location), 372

more than 30k QA pairs were created. The fifth one 373

(QA-WikiNews fine-tuned on ACE, SRL-predicate- 374

aware QG), based on the forth setting (SRL-QG), 375

re-trained the QG model with a marked predicate 376

as the input. It contains more than 30k QA pairs. 377
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